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INTRODUCTION
__-_.I-___-_

The information concerning ABS reported here has been gathered

by means of telephone interviews with technical managers and

owners of trucking companies in Sweden and Norway selected at

random From lists delivered by the Swedish truck manufacturer

Uolvo and the ABS* dealers NABCO,Hova ,FOMH,Ãngelholm and the

Norwegian vehicle accessory dealer MoRek A/S ,Oslo .

Gathering of information concerning the reliability,maintain-

ability,trucking environment and performance of ABS equipped

heavy trucks and trailers from two or more fleets including

one that uses Bosch ABS.

METHOD

1 ) Gathering names of trucking companies with ABS-

equipped vehicles from truck manufacturers and ABS-dealers

2) Sending questionnaires to selected trucking companies

3)Telephone interviews with technical representatives

of these companies.

RESULTS

0 TRUCKING COMPANIES

Kinnarps AB,Falköping Sweden

Termotransport AB Kristianstad Sweden

Najortrans ñ/S Oslo Norway

Troms Innland Rutehil, Finnsnes ,Norway

Tor Fossberg Transport,Rasta, Norway?
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1 UEHICLE FLEETS

COMPANY e : Kinnarps HB,Falköping,Sweden

Uehicle fleet:

l two axle Volvo F10 tractor MABCO

2 two axle Uolvo F10 tractor NABCO

5 two axle Uolvo F10 tractor 09800

5 two axle Uolvo F10 tractor NABCO

l two axla Scania tractor NHBCO

channel ABS 1983 240 000 km

channel ABS ?984 180 000 km

channel ABS 1985 120 000 km

channel ABS 1987 20 000 km

channel ABS 198? 20 000 k-
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3. MAINTAINRBILITY (DURABILITY,SERUICEABILITY)

Hll companies claim that the readiness of the system is

easily checked by observing the ABS warning lights.No other

checka are made by the drivers.

Only one company (C) makes regular checka by means of special

instruments provided by the ABS - manufacturer.This is done once

a year.Company D has a service contract that includes the ABS-

systems.

The ABS -manufacturers provide a one year warranty including new

parts and labour

None of the companies found it possible to give an answer to

the question of the life of an antilock system in service.âll

systems were still in operation although som parts had been

replaced.

Company H had replaced one tractor sensor due to defective wire

caused by mechanical damage due to bad installation,two tractor

controllers and one semitrailer oontroller.two of these were

changed after only two months of operation and one ( on a

tractor ) efter 4 years of service.nfter initial troubles
mentioned earlier with the UBG connectors these are changed less

than once a year

Company B has changed 2 sensor exiter rings , one sensor due

to cable damage and a warning indicator relay.

Company C has changed between lø-Zø sensors,about 10 controllers

and l@*15 ABseconnectors from 1982 to 2988.these were all on the

trucks and according to information from the DAF dealer

referable to sensor cable damage due to unsuitable installation

which caused wear due to vibrations.These gav failure

indications which were difficult to trace and resulted in

replacement of intact components before the real failure was

found.

Company D and E did not report any repairs

The trailer connectors wear out due to corrosion.and are easy

to replace.No other parts were reported to wear out

No parts of the system were reported to be

serviced regularly

No parts were reported to need frequent adjustment.ndjustment

was only reported in connec ion with replacement of sensors.
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5. PERFORMANCE

All companies reported that the drivers were very enthusiastic

about driving ABS vehicles.

The main advantage reported by the drivers of all companies

was the ability to brake on snow and ice without loosing

steerability and stability especially without getting trailer

swing or front axle breakaway.

None of the companies could report on specific near accidents

avoided by ABS

In general none of the companies had observed any obvious change

in driving behaviour though company A and C expressed a feeling

that the drivers drove somewhat faster under severe road

conditions due to the higher confidence in being able to brake

more efficiently without skidding.

None of the companies reported complaints about loss of brakes

except for one case in company A on one dolly wheel due to

malfunction in a controller unit.This was observed during a

coupling operation under en almost stationary condition.

None of the companies had any accidents to report for vehicles

with or without ABS nor could they report on any improvement or

change in tyre wear,brake relinings ,brake repairs or other

circumstances.
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What Will be Asked of the Users of Trucks

This section presents the types of questions that would be addressed to vehicle users.
These questions are divided into the following subject areas: (1) reliability, (2)
maintainability (durability, serviceability), (3) trucking environment, and (4) performance.

Relinbillty of ABS Systems

la. How often are repairs (other than routine maintenance) required?

lb. What is the mean time or distance between mall'unctions? (How often do

malfunctions occur?)

2. Which parts of the system require the most attention?

3 .> What kind ofmaintenance schedule is used to provide reliable operations?

4. Are deliveries delayed because of factors that are related to the antilock system? 1

5 . What does the driver do when a malfunction is indicated? How often do drivers

delay deliver-les to wait for service?

6. Any problems with electromagnetic or radio frequency interference (EMI/RFI)?

Maintainability (Durability, Scrviceability)

l . is the readiness of the antilock system easily checked by the driver?

2. What checks for proper operations of the system do your maintenance and service
i personnel make? Are these checks easy to make?

3 . What service does the vehicle or antilock manufacturer provide? Do they provide
warrantees?

4. What is the life of an antilock system in service?

5. Which parts have you replaced and how often (time or distance)?

6. Which parts wear out? Are these parts eaSy to replace? _

7. Which parts of the system do you service? Are they easy to get at for service?

8. Which parts require frequent adjustment? How often are adjustments made? Are
the adjustments easy to make?

9. How often do you adjust wheel speed sensors?

Tracking Environment

1. What types of vehicles do you opemte? How many? How 'many of your vehicles
are equipped with antilock systems?

2, What goods do you deliver?
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3. *What is the amount of 'load in a typical delivery? What percentages of vehicle
kilometers are empty, panially leden, or fully iaden?

4. What diüculties were encountered during the time period when ABS was being
introduced into your operations? 1 I

5 . How many kilometers do your ABS-equipped vehicles accumulate each year? Your
non-ABS vehicles?

6. What is a typical delivery like? What kinds ofroads are involved? Approximater
how many routine stops are involved? Approximater how many downhill descents are

iHVOIVed? D0 mms-conflicts require high deceleration steps? Do you operatc wh^n the
road is slippery? Wet? Snowy? lcy?

Performance

l . Do your drivers like or complain about the antilock systems installed on their
vehicles? .

. 2. Do your drivers observe improved braking perfnnnançe? Do the), know of

"accidents which didn't happen" because of ABS?

3. How many of these near misses have they had?

4. Do drivers drive ABS vehicles differently than those without? lf so, how?

5. Have there been any complaints about "loss of brakes"?

6. '15 the accidan record of your ABS vehicles different from your non-ABS vehicles?

7. Compared to non-ABS vehicles, are ABS vehicles under- or over-involved in
particular types of accidents?

8. Have Other aspects of your operation improved. changed, or degraded. eg., tire
wear, brake relinings, brake repairs, etc.? '




